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Digital Fluency
Initiative
Overview

DFI Desired Outcomes

DFI Mission Statement
A faculty-led peer mentoring
program integrating
education technologies and
complementary pedagogies to
facilitate student engagement
and learning outcomes.

For George Fox University faculty to be
known as eﬀective edtech informed educators
in response to current and future student
education needs.
Phase I: Within 4 years, develop an eﬀective
and self-sustaining faculty-peer mentoring
program within each college evidenced
through student learning and engagement.
Phase II: Extend DFI service to adjunct
teaching staﬀ; and create training and
certification opportunities for educators
interested in enrolling in GFU edtech
workshops.

History
Our Dream

• Crazy Women of Technology (CWOT)
• Faculty development experiences
• ISTE and other national involvement, including
EdTech Women
• Retreat on the mountain and proposal
development
• The President goes to Cupertino!

Why a Peer-Assisted
Model?

Listening to Faculty

• We have tried –
– Full faculty presentations
– Peer led breakout group workshops during faculty retreat
– Invitations to brown bag lunch sessions
– Various online training opportunities, etc.

with mixed results.
• It became clear from conversations and
faculty surveys that they really wanted
one-to-one tutoring

Funding
A Four-Year Endeavor
• We started looking for grants and found most were for
K-12 for faculty development
• Explored internal budget, but not considered essential
need
• Innovation funding became
available in spring 2015, so we
used the proposal we had
developed as a team - $85,000
for the pilot year with
requirement to show results for
continuation

Importance:

Why this matters
“Faculty think they could be more effective instructors if
they were better skilled at integrating various kinds of
technology into their courses.” - Educause ECAR 2014
“Helping faculty incorporate strategic, pedagogically sound
uses of technology into their teaching practice can
facilitate a sense of student connectedness and
engagement.” - Educause ECAR 2015

Noteworthy
Observations
At institutions that provide support for faculty to use the
technologies the faculty chooses to implement, students are
more positive about their instructors’ integrated use of
technology. - Educause ECAR 2015
Faculty and student impressions about technology
integration are more positive at institutions that
provide faculty with individual or group
educational technology training.

- Educause ECAR 2015

Educational Technology &
Faculty Development
ECAR 2015

Improving Digital Literacy:
Solvable Challenge
- NMC Horizon Report 2015

“Now that a deeper understanding of the topic is emerging, higher education
institutions have recognized that in order to instill digital literacy in
their students, they must better equip their faculty.”
“In order for educators to better integrate digital literacy into curricula, they
must receive ongoing training. It requires substantial leadership to create
effective programs that enable busy educators to take time to learn new
skills.”

Significant Challenges
Impeding Technology
Adoption in Higher Ed
Improving Digital Literacy - Listed as “solvable challenge” again in 2016
Report
“A notable obstacle to improving digital literacy is developing a consensus
of all of the elements it encompasses...It is becoming clear that
however defined, digital literacy is not a checklist of specific technical
skills, but rather the development of critical thinking and reflection in
various social and cultural contexts.” - NMC Horizon Report 2016
“Through the creation of frameworks, higher education leaders are
helping students and faculty learn skills for working in a digital
society.” - NMC Horizon Report 2016

Motivating Faculty
To Integrate Technology
into Teaching & Learning Activities

The top motivator for faculty to integrate more or better
technology into their teaching practices or curriculum is
evidence that doing so would benefit students. Faculty want
to see technology work, and they want evidence that it is
making an impact on student learning. - ECAR 2015

Conclusions

“Technology is neither inherently good nor bad. Advocating
for more technology use in teaching and learning is
ineffectual without the context of how it could result in
better learning outcomes, why it could result in a less
effortful teaching or learning experience, and/or if it
would result in better communication with or
engagement of students.” - Educause ECAR 2015

Self-Assessment
Life-Cycle

Vision by Year 3:
EdTech Director per College;
Mentor per Program

Pilot Year - CAS

Pilot Year
Proposal
Specifics

Spring
Celebration
Luncheon

Acceptance
Criterea

Faculty
Survey

Life-Cycle

Application
ID Mentors

Balance ...
Spring DFI
Self Assess

• Not pushing but
• Inviting connection
• Being helpful but
• Not intrusive
• Encouraging accountability
• Inspire good-will
•Nurture DFI-interest as
•Showcase DFI'er skills

1-Wk
Summer Boot
Camp

as

Spring
New
Faculty 1-day
camp
Ipad

Stipend

Campus
EdTech
Workshops
Fall &
Spring

Fall DFI Self
Assess

Encourage
Mentors

Pilot Year
Life-Cycle

DFI Progress Rubric
Collaborative, Instructive,
Over Time
Fall Progress Update: I.A Only; 13 of 15 Participants
Spring Progress: II; __ of 15 Participants
I. Faculty Outcomes

18 questions; 3 Sections; 2 parts per section; 3 questions per part

0=Not Evident; 1=Emerging; 2=On Target; 3=Distinguished

A. Faculty DFI Outcomes (3 questions/outcomes) Outcomes related to incorporating use of digital tech to
Average per Person Total: 27
facilitate student learning outcomes
B. Pedagogy

(3 questions)

II. Student Outcomes

Evidence of targeting a course; course structure; faculty
interest in higher ed pedagogy
Still being effective even though shifting methods

A. Student Learning

(3 questions)

B. Student Engagement (3 questions)
III. DFI Methods & Structure

Assessment linked to outcomes
Active participants
Evaluator of DFI

A. Mentor Structure

(3 questions)

Mentor = colleague, met, tracked

B. Planning Team

(3 questions)

Mentor direction, available, promotes peer support

>2
__

Program Overview
Observations
My Mentee made his first screencast and discovered how grateful his
students are to be able to revisit a concept taught in class that requires a
revisit to be reinforced.
My Mentee reports that his new standard of practice is to do a syllabus
review screencast for each of his courses. Students are required to
review these videos prior to the first day of class, changing student
readiness and engagement starting that very 1st day.

Flipped
Classrooms
From 1st Timers to
Advanced Video
Producers

Online
Course
Builds
Helping Newbies Break
Down the Process

Professional
Online
Engagement
To Advance Scholarship

Program Overview
Observations
This Mentee's use of digital technologies was practically non-existant and
is precisely the faculty we wish to engage. Upon hearing his wishes, needs,
and constraints, he was encouraged that solutions might exist: He could tailor
his use of online tools to suit his students' learning objectives and in
consideration of his constraints. He has exceeded his Fall outcome goals and
is excited to continue his momentum especially as he has observed increased
student learning and engagement.

Formative &
Summative
Assessment

Online
Methods

To Monitor Student
Engagement & Learning

From Solving Professor
Need To Honoring Diﬀering
Learning Styles

Course
Construct &
Pedagogy
Relevance, Internal
Consistency, & Methods.
Tech in Service, not the
Driving Engine

Motivating Faculty
Peer Mentoring

Faculty led peer mentoring is already expanding
•
•
•
•

Informal Professional Development groups
Led by DFI mentors and mentees
Multiple formats to engage learning styles
Peer-to-peer collaboration

Motivating Faculty
Mentor Development

Mentor Professional Development
•
•
•

Informal Peer Mentoring
Writing case studies
Presenting at conferences
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Thank You

Linda Samek, Robin Ashford, Gloria Doherty,
Debby Espinor, & Anna Berardi

Proposed Schedule
Linda - Slides #1 - 5
Robin - Slides #6 - 12
Anna - Slides #13 - 23
Gloria - Slides #21 - 24

Method
* Keep it interactive (Gloria is
running Poll Everywhere so
perhaps each of us should
think of a question?
* Move thru our slides rather
quick as we don't have much
time (50 minutes)
* While there is a
recommended lead for each
slide, any of us can chime in
as this is a dialog

